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Stress Co i'D'cen""raf on en Heavy-Waned 
Cylindrica P assure Vesse s 
Effect of Elliptic and Circular Side Holes 

Experimental as well as theoretical information is given, in a 
field where most designers have had to make hopeful guesses 

SINer,; 1947 the Engineering Research 
Laboratory of the Du Pont company 
has been studying the mechanical be
havior of materials and equipment under 
high pressure. A recently published 
art icle (2) on the behavior of heavy
II'alled cylinders under internal pres
sure contains design equations which pl'e
dict thc yield and oursting pressurcs of 
both plain and prcstressed cylinders. 
The present article considers the effect 
of adding either elliptic or circular side 
holes to heavy-walled cylinders subjected 
to in lernal pressures (F:igure 1). 

A knowledge of the stresses at the 
cylinder bore-side hole interface is im· 
pnrtant, because many heavy-walled 
I(:ssels contain oil h!lln for lubrication 
.1Il.! IHIJ't:; for valves. 111 p:l rliclIbr, Cor 
hi,\It'pl'CSSlJf<: :lJlplic:ltioIlS. a realislic 
pi, Illf,! or the ~t.lle or sl ress ill a vessel 
with side r()rlS is IHTlkJ bccause 
f.lli~u(; life is very crilica l and present· 
rlay limitations of strcnglh and ductility 
io commercial pressure vessel materials 
prcvent high factors of safety. The in
format ion given here adds to knowledge 
of the behavior of vessels at high pres
)lire; future revisions of pressure vessel 
LOdes may take advantage of these data . 
In work on thin-walled vessels (7, 6), 
bend ing stresses induced by branch 
pipes and cover plates arc considered. 
["or heavr-walled vessels, two discus
,ions (3, 4) have considered briefly 
[he Slress concenlration effect of a single 
circular side hole, but analytical pro
cedures covering the general case (e1-

liptic holes) or the case of cross-bore side 
holes have not been offered . 

Analytical Procedure 

In analyzing the state of stress in a 
cylinder containing side holes it is as
sumed that analyses established for 
holes in infinite elastic plates subjected 
to uniaxial or biaxial stresses can be used. 
For example, Figure 2 shows an elliptic 
hole in an infinite elastic plate subjected 
to tensile loading. For this case Wang 
has established (8) , using conformal 
transformation, that 

u. + U u = S[l - m2 - 2 cos 2({3 - 0) 
-I- 2 III eos 20 cos 2(fJ :.... 0) -
2 III sin 20 sin 2({3 - 0)1/(1 + m2 -

2 III cos 2 0) (1) 
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scrnirnajor axis of cllipse 
semirninor axis of ellipse 
angle between applied load 

direction and major axis 
angle defining any point on 

perimeter of ellipse with 
respect to major' axis 

When the loading drrection is along 
the X axis ({3 = 0), the stresses at the 
ends of the ellipse axes are found as 
follows: At the ends of the minor axis 
8 = 7r/2, (}u = 0, and from Equation 1 

U. = S. [1 + 2 b/al (2) 

At the ends of the major axis, (J~, fJ, 

SINGLE SIDE HOLE CROSS -BORE SIDE HOLE 

Figure 1. Geometry of side holes in cylinder 

and 8 are all equal to zero and by 
Equation 1 

(3) 

When the loading is along the Y axis, 
the stress at the ends of the minor axis 
is found by letting fJ and 8 equal 7r/2, 
with (). equal to zero in Equation 1; 
thus 

U. = -Su (4) 

and at the ends of the major axis, (J", 

and 8 equal zero and fJ equals 7r/2 in 
Equation 1; thus . 

u. =S.f1+2a/bl (5) 

Thus, with appropriate values of 
(J., (}V' fl, and 0 substituted in Equation 
1, the state of sl ress Cor allY biaxial load
ing" condition C;1ll be dcllTlJlill("d for 
any poiut on tlte rnilll<:lcr of thl: ellipse. 
Equation 1, for an ell iplic ItcJIc in an 
infinite plate represents the general case; 
the circular hole is a special case of an 
ellipse with equal axes . Therefore, if 
the state of stress is required for a circular 
hole in a plate under uniaxial or biaxial 
loading, Equation 1 is modified by letting 
a = b. For a circular hole in a plate 
under uniaxial load, U z and u. in Equa
tions 2 and 5 become equal to 3S", 
and 3Sv , respectively-or, a stress con
centration factor of 3 is obtained. ' If 
the hole is not small with respect to the 
plate dimensions, other modifications 
are required; this is discussed later when 
the analysis is applied to the ca~e of a 
side hole in a circular cylinder. 

Figure 2. Elliptic hole subjected to 
unit stress S 
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